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Abstract The Jigsaw is a cooperative learning model that is widely used to organize small group classroom activities so that students have to be dependent on each other to succeed. There are a number of challenges, however, in supporting individual students and groups of students during jigsaw activities. In this paper, we present an AI partner designed to support jigsaw activities in middle school classrooms through dialogue. First, we present examples of a jigsaw activity taught in our partner classrooms, which focuses on block programming with sensors. We then share the design of a state space and example dialogue flow for a dual-function AI partner (supporting both group-level conversations and individual student answers) to guide young students during jigsaw activities. We look forward to discussing how the child-agent interactions that result from this design might improve both group dynamics and student knowledge gained during cooperative learning activities such as Jigsaws.

1 Introduction

Researchers of educational contexts have long agreed on the value of collaborative learning through interactions with one’s peers [8, 13]. Achieving this vision of classroom learning remains a challenge in many educational settings. One proposed strategy is to structure collaborative activities to create an environment where students each play a unique role, with interdependent contributions, during small group activities [22, 21]. Specifically, the Jigsaw is one such form of cooperative learning where students first work in a small group to become experts in a particular content area, and then are regrouped with other students with different areas of expertise [14]. Each student in the second group is now the expert for their specific content area and can help to teach other students [2]. Jigsaw activities provide a valuable opportunity for social learning, however, it can be challenging for teachers to monitor and support each group of students (and individual students within each group [25]). While online
tools have been developed to help with organizing Jigsaw materials (e.g., [10]), these tools do not yet provide group and individual-level support to students while they engage in real-time in the activity.

For this research, we explore examples of student interactions during a Jigsaw activity in a middle school classroom that is part of an ongoing research practice partnership [17]. This partnership integrates co-designed storylined curriculum [20, 16] and programmable sensor technology to empower youth to conduct personally meaningful investigations while programming and wiring their own sensor systems in a curriculum called Sensor Immersion [7]. During this curriculum, students learn block-programming to control 3 sensors: a sound sensor that detects the volume and intensity of sound in the room, a moisture sensor that detects levels of water in the soil or other material, and an environmental sensor that detects the temperature and level of carbon dioxide in the air. Students first learn how to program just one sensor (either the sound, moisture, or environmental sensor) in a small group. The students are then regrouped such that there is an “expert student representative” for each sensor within the new group. Students in the new group complete a worksheet together with questions about the specific sensors (i.e., closed questions with only one correct answer) as well as questions that build up towards inventing a new technology with all three sensors that could solve a real-world problem in their community (i.e., open questions with multiple possible answers that integrate all sensors).

The Jigsaw activity in this curriculum was added as a part of a collaboration with the NSF National AI Institute for Student-AI Teaming (iSAT) [15] which uses Sensor Immersion curriculum as a context for developing AI agents to support collaborative learning. While the jigsaw activity here was designed to catalyze cooperative learning, it is new and can benefit from additional support. Our case study examines how these activities can benefit from additional scaffolds to achieve their maximum potential. We theorize that there is an opportunity for AI to support these Jigsaw interactions.

In the next sections, we present case studies on Jigsaw classrooms and then outline the design of an AI partner to support students during Jigsaw activities.

2 Background and Motivation

To show the potential for an AI partner to improve the collaboration during authentic jigsaw classroom implementations, we use data from classrooms that used the sensor immersion curriculum, but without constraining teachers from partner schools to a specific implementation of the curriculum. Our case study covers 56 jigsaw activities, implemented by 18 teachers across 12 schools. We start by analyzing the worksheets that students complete during the jigsaw activity, then we analyze videos randomly sampled from different classrooms to explore variations in teacher implementations. Based on the case study, in Section 3, we propose an Options Framework to hierarchically reinforce our dual-AI partners in Jigsaw classrooms.

**Jigsaw Outcome: Worksheet.** Table 1 summarizes the goals of the lesson plan: (1) Consensus understanding of different sensors, (2) Creative thinking for future
Goals and Questions

Goal 1: How are the sensors and data displays similar and different? (Consensus Understanding)
(1) What data can the sensor collect? (Closed)
(2) What wires and connections did you use? (Closed)
(3) Explain your code to your group. What blocks did you use? How does it work? (Semi-Closed)
(4) How did your sensor system display the data (music, lights, numbers, letters)? (Semi-Closed)
(5) What challenges did the group encounter with this sensor? (Semi-Closed)

Goal 2: how can sensor systems help us in our scientific investigations? (Creative Thinking)
(6) What investigations in your home, school, or community can we do with the sensors? (Open)
(7) What questions can we answer with data from this sensor? (Open)
(8) What problems in your community could you use the sensors to help solve? (Open)
(9) What kinds of scientific questions could the sensors help you answer? How could the sensors help improve your community? (Open)

Table 1: Goals of Jigsaw Classroom and Worksheets (Sensor Learning). Please refer to the Appendix for more details.

Project planning. A worksheet consists of two sets of questions designed to help students organize their thoughts. We categorize the questions for each goal into closed questions and open questions. For example, the first 5 questions have expected answers (with only a little freedom to customize, e.g., the data display and code). These closed or semi-closed questions are designed to help students build a consensus understanding of how to use the sensors. The questions with open answers are designed to help students brainstorm future project ideas on how to use those sensors in the real world. Our analysis revealed that the worksheet is supporting students in recognizing one another's expertise and that students are both listening to their peers and recording what their peers say on the worksheet. However, there is still room for improved student activity on this worksheet. As shown in Table 1, our analysis of the Jigsaw worksheets shows that: (1) for closed questions, a consensus is formed within a group, while the answers are generally informal, vague, and sometimes incorrect. (2) for open questions, some answers are broad and interesting, however, many are vague, repetitive and obsolete. This shows that students could benefit from additional support helping them increase the formality, relevance and specificity of their responses.

Conversational Flow in a Jigsaw Classroom. To identify the reasons for the shortfalls of the Jigsaw implementation, we also analyze the classroom videos. Fig. 1 shows a typical conversation flow within each jigsaw group. The students first establish who is the expert for each sensor, and then move to answer each question. When a question explicitly splits into 3 columns for each sensor, the expert for each sensor will lead the sharing first, and then all the students will share their comments, questions, and discuss that sensor. Meanwhile, they will fill in the answer. The same flow extends to each sensor for that question. For questions on integrating multiple sensors, the students are free to brainstorm in any order. While analyzing the conversations, we discovered three themes for areas where the collaborative learning could be improved. (1) necessary intervention and encouragement: some group discussions are low-energy and often off-task, resulting in half-baked worksheets.
In contrast, when there is a teacher or student leading the group, the flow in Fig. 1 is more efficient. (2) **enhanced content support:** during the sharing phase, some students get blocked, and will either ask his/her previous expert group members for help, or feel unsure about sharing. We posit that an AI agent who offers accurate content support could enhance the confidence of the student experts. (3) **enriched brainstorming:** Students need help to avoid duplicating proposals.

### 3 AI Partner Design for Jigsaw Classrooms

Building AI agents based on the above lessons requires designs at different levels of complexity. To offer both group-level and individual-level interactions, we design a dual-partner solution: (1) Answer Assistant (AA): a per-student partner to help students with answer completion; (2) Jigsaw AI (JA): a per-group partner to observe the group conversation by jointly interacting with AA and the students. Fig. 2 shows the overarching design of our AI agent. Ovals and rectangles show the states and primitive actions that can be widely used in general jigsaw AI state machine. Polygons are content-based components that require more fine-grained interactions between JA and AA (Table 2). To minimize the interventions, agents will only handle a few exceptional states actively, mostly quietly track the dialog state, and passively wait for explicit commands to intervene. We leave the detailed design of dialog management and reinforcement learning framework in Table 2 in the Appendix. In the following, we focus on language-based interventions in our AI agents.

**Flow Control and Encouragement.**

Flow control is useful in three kinds of states: (1) When the students are off-task [4], our agent could **resume the dialog state** [3] by saying “How is the wiring going?” (2) When the typical steps sharing, discussion, and filling steps (Fig. 1 for each question that dies down, our agent may **check the status** by asking “That was good sharing, did you note this as done and move on?” (3) at the end of a question discussion: e.g., our agent could optionally **summarize the dialog** for this question [9, 28] and **issue a completion reminder** and **advance** the next question. Encouragement is another key function of our AI agent. When there is **not enough discussion**, our agent could say “Keep going” to **encourage new sharing**, or say “Can you elaborate your idea?” to **evoke deeper explanation.** When a student is **dominating the discussion**, our agent may **encourage other students to join** by saying “What do you think, Student A?” Besides the above, flow-control and encouragement will also help in the following content-based components.
Content Support. The goal of content support is to help students to obtain a clear consensus understanding, thus facilitating sharing and answer completion, and reducing informal, vague and incorrect answers in the sheets. The key challenge for content support is knowledge-enhanced dialog [19, 26, 23]. For example, when students got stuck, they will hesitate to share or ask their partners in their previous expert group for help, which not only slows the current group but also disrupts other groups from their discussions. Here, JA can help the expert share with the group by retrieving the relevant content generated in the previous expert groups such as course materials, wiring, codes, and experiment notes. To check the accuracy and give hints for completion, we do a semantic match between students’ answers with structured knowledge representations for answers and previous course content. For example, by using Abstract Meaning Representations [6], AA can highlight the differences and suggest answers. Also, the per-group JA can aggregate the answer-checking reports from each AA, and help build a consensus understanding when bringing students together to discuss their answers. Please see more details in Appendix, Table 2 demonstrates example interactions between AA and JA.

Brainstorming. The goal of brainstorming is mainly to help students plan novel collaborative project ideas. The key challenge for brainstorming is how to evoke diverse ideas via dialog. When answering open questions for project planning, students struggle to get past well-known ideas already mentioned in class, such as air pollution and noise detection. Instead, we can narrow down open questions by providing a specific scenario outside the classroom, thus guiding their imaginations. For example, augmenting question generation with world knowledge and common sense reasoning [11, 12, 1, 27], a question like “What kind of sensors can be useful in Wimbledon games?” could prompt students to creatively use the sensors for novel cases. Furthermore, the per-group JA can do the following tasks to enrich brainstorming: (1) ask clarification questions, e.g., “I like that idea, but how do you combine the results of the two sensors?”, (2) offer reasoning, e.g., “In a wildfire, the temperature and pressure will change, which sensor can help here? What other changes can be detected with our sensors?” (3) feasibility check, e.g., “We don’t have an emotion sensor in this project”. (4) diversity check, e.g., “Is this idea similar to that previous one? What are the differences here?” (5) personalized questions, e.g., “Instead of Wimbledon games, you like sailing, how can we help there?”

4 Conclusion

Our case study review shows how Jigsaw activities while promoting collaboration, have the potential to better the achievement of their instructional goals if augmented with additional scaffolding. We have presented exciting opportunities to provide that scaffolding with various designs for AI agents in jigsaw classrooms. By outlining a dual-partner design, we demonstrated the potential language-based interventions and highlighted the challenges and future research directions.
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Appendix

Detailed Analysis on Jigsaw sheets. Consider question (1) of the closed questions in Table 1. For the environmental sensor, the expected answer is that it can collect 6 different things (Temperature in degrees Celsius, Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, CO2, Humidity, Pressure, Total Volatile Organic Compound (TVOC)). However, among 27 sampled worksheets, only five are correct (including two of them with the answer “6 things” without further detail). Other answers include: (1) two incorrect answers related to “wind”, which is related to pressure but not directly measurable; (2) six vague answers (“measure the outside world”); (3) answers that only mention the four things learned in the previous tutorial lessons. In summary, the Jigsaw classroom implementation results that answer for closed questions are generally vague, informal, and inaccurate understanding of sensor usage.

For open questions, consider question (9). The goal is for students to brainstorm how to combine multiple sensors for a new problem. However, over 27 sample sheets, six are not answered, some answered with broad and vague answers, e.g., “any questions in our daily life”, while most answers use only one sensor for a well-known the problem, such as using environment sensors for “air pollution”, sound sensors for “noise detection”, and soil sensors for the “garden”. In summary, the answers to open questions are vague, duplicated, and obsolete. It is possible that a well-designed
digital worksheet with format constraints could help somewhat with this, but the occurrence of inaccurate, duplicated, and obsolete answers indicate the need for other solutions to encourage collaborative learning activities in the classroom.

**Reinforcement Learning and Interaction Examples.** The overall reward is aimed for encouraging the average accuracy for closed questions \( r_{\text{closed}} \), average diversity measure for open questions \( r_{\text{open}} \), conversation time \( [18] \) among students \( r_{\text{stu}} = \frac{t_{\text{stu}}}{t_{\text{total}}} \) and balanced multi-party conversation the ratio is calculated by using the coefficient of variation of student talk time \( r_{\text{balance}} = 1 − \frac{\sigma(t_{\text{stu}})}{\mu(t_{\text{stu}})} \). Hierarchical reinforcement learning, such as Options Framework \([24, 5]\) can potentially offer a scalable design for structured exploration on those content-based components(polygons) as shown in Fig. 1. A typical Markov option \( o \) in the Options Framework consists of three parts: an initial set of states \( I_o \), a local policy \( \pi_o \) for that option \( o \), and the termination condition \( \beta_o \). Table 2 list the details of our design for options including content support, accuracy check, brain-storm, and diversity check. To carefully mitigate the interventions using AI in students’ dialog, we only use AI to handle a few exceptional states, but let students decide when to use the AI agent with active commands.
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